
TECHNICAL SKILLS

HTML | CSS | JavaScript | Java

MySQL | JPA | Spring Boot

Spring Security

EDUCATION

Masai School
Full Stack Web Development(Full-time)
05/2022 – present | Bangalore, India

JNTUHCEJ
B.Tech (Dropout)
12/2020 – 01/2021 | Jagitial, India

SOFT SKILLS

Problem Solving | Time Management

Attention To Detail | Adaptability

CERTIFICATES

50 Projects In 50 Days - HTML, CSS & 
JavaScript
(50 Mini Projects on HTML, CSS & JS)

PROFILE

Aspiring Java developer with a solid foundation in HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript, committed to excelling in dynamic
environments. Proficient in problem-solving and dedicated
to delivering high-quality results. Actively pursuing
opportunities to apply skills in software development roles.

PROJECTS

InsightfulInk
Github

Description
Blog Application is a simple and user-friendly platform 
built using Java and Spring Boot technologies. It 
encompasses a range of CRUD features, enabling users to 
manage their blog posts and accounts effortlessly and 
also incorporates REST APIs for seamless functionality 
and employs Spring Security with JWT for robust 
authentication and authorization.

Features
•Authentication : user can login and signup.
•Image Integration : user can add an image to post.
•Accounts : CRUD operations on users a/c.
•Blog Posts : CRUD operations on blog posts.
•Comments : user can comment on posts.

Tech Stack
•Java | SpringBoot | MySQL | JPA
•Swagger | Hibernate | Spring Security | JWT
•Postman | Maven | STS | REST API

This is an individual project completed in 7 days.

RelaxiTaxi
Github

Description
Relaxi Taxi is a cab booking application, where users can 
choose from a range of vehicles and drivers, and travel to 
their destination with comfort and convenience. 
Seamlessly navigate through a user-friendly interface to 
book rides effortlessly. With robust security measures in 
place, rest assured that your personal information is 
safeguarded throughout your journey.

Features
•Log in and Logout
•Registration of entities
•Book a cab
•Admin Module
•Driver Module

Tech Stack
•Java | MySQL | Postman
•Swagger | JDBC | JPA Hibernate
•Maven | SpringBoot

A group project, developed together with 4 other 
developers, completed in 5 days
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